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Introduction to our Business
Sunwing Bangtao Beach is a fully contained family resort with its own
restaurants,entertainment programs and a host of activities for all ages.For
those ideal vacation consists of sipping colorful concoctions while dipping o
toe in the surf or dozing off under swaying tropic tree,then Sunwing Bangtao
beach fits your perfect holiday destination.
Sunwing Bangtao Beach have achieved Travelife Gold certication,supporting
sustainability in tourist.
Sustainable tourism and developement are of the greatest importance to
us.We work pro-activity to minimize the negative impacts of tourism while
elevating the positive effects.We always strive to embrace sustainability in all
parts of our bussiness and engage our staff and partners.
The hotel Is situated directly by the sea There are 8 buildings over 10 acres of
land and a total of 283 apartments. Sunwing is providingan accommodation
option for everyone.
The hotel has 2 restaurants and 6 pools, 2 for children and 4 for adults You will
find a wide range of restaurants, shops and other attractions Town, which is
about 1.5 km from the hotel.
The hotel employs approx. 190 employees, locals in their biggest majority.
In the following pages you can read about our work in relation to the
environment and the local community.

Environmental Highlights
Climate Offsetting
When you stay at our Sunwing Family Resorts, your energy, water and waste
consumption will be climate compensated. The climate offsetting applies to all
carbon dioxide emissions and other harmful emissions, such as nitrogen and
sulfur oxides (Green House Gas - GHC). Read more by clicking the box at the
end of this page.
Plastics
We work actively to reduce the amount of plastic in our own hotels, aviation
and offices. At year-end 20/21, Nordic Leisure Travel Group should have
removed 70 million disposable plastic items.
Be our environmental hero! We can take small steps that altogether make a
huge difference:
Turn off the lights and a/c by removing the key card from the slot whenever you
are not in the room to save energy.
Re-use your towels and bed linens and help us significantly reduce our
electricity, detergent and water usage!
Turn off the tap. If 500 guests turn the tap off when brushing their teeth, we’ll
save about 50.000 liters of water per week.
Check out the information in the bathroom on how to further save water and
laundry. You can take many valuable actions even on holiday.
Use the recycling bins in the room, as well as the recycling stations around the
property. And don’t forget to take your plastic items with you from the beach to
avoid them ending up in the ocean.

Sustainability program
Sustainability is to ensure that our needs are met without jeopardizing the future
of the communities we work in.
However, it includes more aspects than just the environment. To us, it means
conducting our business in a responsible manner.
We also engage our colleagues, customers, suppliers and other stakeholders in
our efforts to ensure sustainability is underlined in all aspects of our business.
To fulfill our social responsibility, we have chosen to focus on different key areas
such as:
• Providing the best possible working conditions
• Protecting Children
For children in need
SOS Children’s Villages gives orphaned and abandoned children all over the
world a home, a family and education. It is an international organization that is
politically and religiously independent. The organization was founded after the
Second World War and they help more than one million people worldwide.
All Sunwing Family Resort’s establishment’s support SOS Children’s Villages and
you can also make a contribution by leaving your local currency in the
collection box at Help Desk. If you would like to make a long-term commitment,
you can become a monthly sponsor. Your small change can make a big
change!

Certifications

All Sunwing Family Resorts are certified with Travelife Gold Award, an
Internationally recognized sustainability program for hotels and travel
industry to improve their business's environmental, financial and social
impact.

The Social Highlights
The hotel has been awarded the Great Children's Holiday Prize 2019 as
the best
family hotel among all charter hotels and for best family hotels in Phuket
Tourism and travel affect not only the environment but also the local
inhabitants at the destinations we travel to. To succeed in this effort,
Nordic Leisure Travel Group has laid down four guidelines:
• Working conditions
• Child labour
• The environment
• Child sex tourism
1. Working conditions
We will work towards working conditions that include:
• the freedom to join a trade union
• a minimum wage
• a good working environment
• regulated working hours
2. Child labour
We will work towards:
• The prohibition of child labour (we accept no employees younger than
the laws of the respective countries allow)
3. The environment
We will aim to:
• Influence partners to act in as environmentally conscious ways as
possible in their activities (for example in the areas of energy, water and
chemical consumption, and in waste separation)
• Reduce the amount of carbon emissions and waste at the destinations.
• Encourage a healthy development of tourism at the destinations
• Stimulate the use of local products and labour

4. Child Protection from sexual abuse in tourism
We condemn all forms of sexual exploitation of children and support all
laws to prevent and punish such offences.
• We have established a policy regarding commercial sexual
exploitation of children
• We inform and train our staff
• We inform our travellers
• We add a clause to all our hotel contracts
• We inform local partners about our standpoint
ACTIONS TAKEN FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE
• We receive an online feedback from our customers on a weekly basis
and meetings within the management of the hotels on actions to be
taken for improvements
• We train on a yearly basis our employees on Food and Room H&S for
better service
• We hold departmental meetings on a weekly basis during which
employees and Leads of departments are discussing quality of
service provided to the customers
• A Year Business plan with targets presented to all employees
EVENTS AND DONATIONS
• We support financially every year the SOS Children’s villages and
focused on children's welfare.
• All furniture, electrical equipment or linen which are replaced on
every renovation are donated.

Key Actions
WATER.
Aerator in all faucets and showers in the apartments.
WC with a maximum water discharge of 3 lt.
Gardens Irrigation with recycle water
Faucet area with timer
Monthly control of water consumption in the apartments
Monthly control of swimming pools' water counter
ENERGY
100% LED bulbs in whole hotel
Centralized AC with automatic disconnection
CHEMICAL PRODUCT
Use of cleaning product with Eco-label certification
Automatic chloride dispenser in all swimming pools
Monthly consumption control
WASTE
Monthly control of garbage collection
Use of bulk products
Contract with authorized agents
Staff training
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Action Plan
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Sunwing Bangtao Beach believe that continuing success in the hotel
depends on:
• Offering high quality services in a clean, safe and well-protected
environment.
• Constant adaptation of its services and products to new Sustainability
standards and to the demands of its guests as these are shaped by the
economy, technology and social changes.
• Consistent training of staff so that they understand and adopt these new
technologies and practices.
Each hotel department and its employees participate in this effort: it is
necessary to ensure that products and services are always safe and do
not damage the environment but if possible protect it and improve it.
We also motivate and put pressure on our partners, suppliers and local
authorities to accept and implement similar practices, always keeping in
mind local circumstances and national legislation.
Our company is committed to the environmental targets it has set itself,
using material and human resources to achieve the targets. We make this
policy known to our guests and staff.
Our activities are examined with respect to our policy and relevant
legislation. Our environmental work is reported openly and objectively.
OBJECTIVES
Continuous improvement is based on measurable environmental
objectives such as :
• Reduction of energy consumption.
• Reduction of water consumption.
• Elimination or limited use of harmful chemicals.
• Limited production of wastes.
ENVIRONMENTAL TARGETS
• Sunwing Bangtao Beach to continue achieving the Travelife Gold
Award
• Ensure a continuous reduction in the consumption of natural resources
• Ensure that all new employees are informed of our environmental
activities by completing training in basic environmental and Sustainability
issues and business-related environmental aspects every year.

Contact us:
Resort Manager:
(wisaroot@oceanresortgroup.net )

Sustainability Manager Thomas Cook H&R
Mina.Zahariou@sunwing.net

Address:
(22 Moo 2 T.Chengtalay ,A.Thalang ,Phuket 83110 )

Phone:
(+ 66 76 337400-6)

“ติดต่อสอบถามข้ อมูลรายละเอียดต่างๆเกี่ยวกับ Sustainability report ภาษาไทย,
สามารถส่ งอีเมล์มาตามอีเมล์ดงั นี้ (naiyana@oceanresortgroup.net) “
ทางเรามียนิ ดีที่จะตอบกลับท่านเสมอ

